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Abstract. Spontaneous language contains many discontinuities caused by unusual order, false starts, repairs, repeti-

tions, pauses, etc. Since data-driven artificial neural networks possess an inherent fault tolerance we use this property

for dealing with such forms of “sequential noise”. We describe an approach for a flat syntactic and semantic interpre-

tation of ill-formed utterances in spontaneous dialogs using symbolic methods for communication and simple known

mappings as well as connectionist methods for unknown mappings. As an example for fault-tolerant flat analysis we

describe the use of our syntactic and semantic representation for recovering from repairs in our hybrid approach using

real–world spontaneous dialog utterances.

1 Introduction

Previous connectionist approaches often concentrated on
the analysis of relatively well-formed sentences from writ-
ten text. In contrast to text processing, spontaneous lan-
guage often contains ill-formed utterances or at least parts
of utterances are ill-formed. Examples are unusual word
order, false starts, repairs, repetitions or pauses. There are
some approaches for dealing with such phenomena which
make use of connectionist networks (artificial neural net-
works), for instance the connectionist architectures of Pol-
lack for representing symbolic properties like composition-
ality [11], Elman's network for sequential representation
[3], Dolan and Dyer's role binding system [2], Fanty's
learned structural analysis [4], and St. John's semantic case
role analysis [14]. In our previous work we used hybrid
connectionist techniques for learning a flat robust scanning
understanding of text language [17, 19, 18]. This work has
shown the ability of connectionist networks for learning and
generalizing flat representations. In addition, for analyzing
spontaneouslyspoken language, we have to stress the im-
portance offault-tolerant processing with a learned sequen-
tial classification for hard real-world utterances. Our work
for processing spontaneous language is based on three prin-
ciples:

� fault-tolerant processing for instance for repair recov-
ery

� learning syntax and semantics for dealing with irregu-
lar and regular utterances

� screening approach to cope with erroneous, messy
spontaneous language

These principles were the guideline for building the hybrid-
connectionist based flat screening system SCREEN1. The
first corpus we chose contained spontaneous spoken and
transcribed utterances from a railway counter. This RTC2

corpus contains a number of spontaneous utterances with
different syntactic and semantic structures as well as many
irregularities, for instance repairs. However, SCREEN does
not depend on the domain of traveling inquiries and we
also transferred the knowledge incorporated in the system
to a new meeting arrangements corpus (BMC3 corpus) [21].
SCREEN's architecture consists of many symbolic or con-
nectionist modules working in parallel for syntactic and
semantic processing, speech analysis, and repair recovery.
The communication and integration of these modules is per-
formed by an incremental parallel interaction, similar to
message passing. In this paper we will present the results
for repair recovery and error correction based on the sys-
tem's flat representation.

2 Flat Language Analysis

The example utterances we use in this paper are taken from
the RTC corpus which contains transcriptions of spoken di-
alogs from a railway counter. These spontaneous real ut-
terances incorporate various forms of “noise”, for instance,
interjections (eh, ...), hesitations (mm, ...), simple repairs as
word repetitions (I I need ...) or phrase repairs (at morning

1SCREEN stands for Symbolic Connectionist Robust EnterprisE for
Natural language.

2Corpus compiled at the University of Regensburg (FRG) containing
travel inquiries.

3Corpus compiled at the University of Karlsruhe (FRG) containing
meeting arrangements (also called Blaubeuren dialogs).



category basic syntactic category
name
N noun
V verb
A adverb
R preposition
C conjunction
J adjective
U pronoun
D determiner
M numeral
I interjection
P past participle
O other
/ pause

abstract syntactic category
NG noun group
VG verb group
AG adverbial group
PG prepositional group
CG conjunction group
MG modus group (interrogative pronouns and

confirmation words)
IG interjection group (interjections, phonetic

material, pauses)
SG special group (words “without” a meaning

(e.g. politeness))

Table 1: Syntactic categories

/ at Monday morning ...), etc. For our experiments we used
172 of these utterances. As an example for illustrations in
this paper we choose the sentence below. The RTC corpus
is a German corpus but for easier illustration we have trans-
lated this sentence to English.

I nee[d] � I need the best connection� from Et-
terzhausen to Hindelang� at Saturday

This utterance contains a number of pauses (�), a break
within a word (nee[d]) and a self repair (I nee[d]� I need the
best connection). Since traditional symbolic syntax parsers
and semantic analyzers have difficulties dealing with such
problems we decided to design a hybrid fault-tolerant sys-
tem with a particular correction part for repairs. Because
we do not emphasize the use of symbolic rules for analysis
they are not violated as easily as in many symbolic sys-
tems. Furthermore, ill-formed structures are detected and
removed from the utterance. This is necessary because spo-
ken language often contains ill-formed utterances and since
we are also using hypotheses from a speech-recognizer we
also have to cope with the problem of potentially wrong
word-hypotheses. However, for reasons of simplicity, in
this paper we will focus on the analysis of one sentence
hypothesis, the transcription of the utterance.

We are using a rather flat representation in SCREEN
which consists of four basic parts: a syntactic and a seman-

category Examples for basic semantic
name
NEED need, would like
MOVE go, ride
STATE know, exist
AUX can, could
SAY say, ask
QUESTion which, when (question words)
PHYSical train, wagon (physical objects)
ANIMate I, you (animate objects)
ABStract connection, class (abstract objects)
HERE on, in (time/location state words)
SouRCe from, (time/location source words)
DESTination to (time/location dest. words)
LOCation Frankfurt, Hamburg
TIME tomorrow, 3 o' clock
HOW with, without
NEGation no
NILL a, the

abstract semantic category
ACTion action for full verb events
AUX-action auxiliary action for aux. events
AGENT agent of an action
OBJect object of an action
RECIPient recipient of an action
INSTRument instrument for an action
MANNER how to achieve an action
TiMe-AT at what time
TiMe-FRoM start time
TiMe-TO end time
LoCation-AT at which location
LoCation-FRoM start location
LoCation-TO end location
QUESTion question phrases
MISC miscellaneous words

Table 2: Semantic categories

tic word description and a syntactic and semantic phrase
description.

In previous work we discussed in detail the ability of
learning and using a flat representation for a syntactic anal-
ysis which uses the categories of table 1 (ref. [20]), respec-
tively for the semantic analysis which uses the categories of
table 2 (ref. [16]). In this paper we focus on the correction
part and the networks for repairs. Therefore we will give
here only a brief description of the syntactic and semantic
networks. For instance the syntactic and semantic analysis
of a part of our example sentence results in the following
output:

Utterance I need the best connection
Syntax basic U V D J N

abstract NG VG NG

Semantic basic ANIM NEED NILL HOW ABS

abstract AGENT ACT OBJ



A basic category is assigned to each word of the utterance
(syntax: I pronoun, need verb, the determiner,
...; semantics: I animate, need need event, the no
special semantics) and an abstract category to each phrase
(syntax: the best connection noun group; semantics: the
best connection object).

Table 1 shows the used syntactic categories as well as
their abbreviations. Table 2 illustrates the semantic cate-
gories which were developed with an emphasis on the travel
domain and the general background described by Fillmore
[5]. For the basic semantic categories we give a number of
examples. One word may have different basic categories,
for instance “best” could beadverb, adjective, or noun, and
“train” could be an abstract object (if used in the sense of a
trainconnection) or physical object. Abstract categories are
more general and are used for phrases rather than for single
words.

3 Principles of Repair–Recovery

Repairs may be described by a scheme of their elements
(figure 1). They consist of three parts: theoriginal utter-
ance, the editing phrase and therepair itself. An editing
phrase which marks a point of interruption is often intro-
duced by anediting term (an interjection or hesitation) but
might also be incomplete or completely missing. There is a
structural link between the original utterance and the repair
which is often indicated by a number of lexically identical
words or syntactically and semantically similar words. If
we look at figure 1 and restrict ourselves only on lexical
identity we find “at ... morning” as a structural link but it
can be argued that “the” respectively “Monday” also belong
to the structural link because it fulfills a similar function.
The structural link does not have to be lexically equal as in:
“Down there is ared eh pink node”. So some repairs are
driven byword-identity and some bycategory-identity [8].
The part changed in the original utterance is thereparan-
dum which is replaced by thealteration. Also the reparan-
dum or alteration might be missing.

at Monday morning

alteration

eh

editing term

.at... the morning

reparandum

repairoriginal utterance editing phrase

structural linkstructural link

...

Figure 1: Structure of a repair (ref. [7])

Our approach makes use of this structure of repairs: First
we try to reduce the editing phrase so that the original ut-
terance and the repair are neighbor words or phrases, sec-
ond we try to find a structural link by lexical, syntactic,

or semantic equalities of words or phrases in direct neigh-
borhood, third we decide depending on these equalities
whether two subsequent words or phrases induce a repair
or not.

4 Overview of the architecture

Based on principles of fault-tolerant processing, learning,
and screening understanding we designed a parallel incre-
mental hybrid architecture. The input can be a stream of
word hypotheses from an underlying speech recognizer but
here we illustrate the system behavior only with a single
sentence hypothesis, the transcription of an utterance. The
systems output is the repaired utterance together with its
syntactic and semantic interpretation.

Parts of the architecture The six basic parts of the ar-
chitecture of SCREEN are shown in figure 2: the speech
sequence construction part, the speech evaluation part, the
category part, the correction part, the subclause part, and the
case frame part. Most modules are realized by connection-
ist feed-forward and recurrent networks, but there are also
symbolic modules for simple mappings, like the detection
of pauses. The communication between modules is done
by symbols with confidence values which reflect activation
values in case of modules with connectionist networks.

GEN-FRAME

BAS-SEM-DIS

INTERPRETATION
SLOT-FINDING

PAUSE-ERROR

PHRASE-START
SPEECH-ERROR

ABS-SYN-CAT

BAS-SYN-EQ

ABS-SEM-CAT

BAS-SEM-EQ

INTERJECTION

BAS-SYN-DIS

PAUSE

Word-Hypotheses

speech sequence construction part

LEX-WORD-EQ

WORD-ERROR

ABS-SEM-EQ

ABS-SYN-EQ

LEX-START-EQ

PHRASE-ERROR

subclause part

correction part

case frame part

category part

Syntax/Semantics-Hypotheses

speech eval. part

Figure 2: SCREEN: Modules of the six parts



Word-hypotheses from a speech recognizer are received
by thespeech sequence construction part and sequence hy-
potheses are constructed. Then word-hypotheses as part
of sequence hypotheses are passed incrementally through
the speech evaluation part. This part provides a syntactic
and semantic plausibility of the output from a speech rec-
ognizer. Thecategory part receives a word hypothesis in
its respective context and provides a syntactic and semantic
categorization for words. First, the syntactic and seman-
tic categories of the words looked up in a lexicon are dis-
ambiguated depending on their current context (BAS-SYN-
DIS, BAS-SEM-DIS, see network in figure 3). Then, the
categorization of abstract syntactic and semantic categories
(ABS-SYN-CAT, ABS-SEM-CAT, see net in figure 4) and
the identification of phrase starts (PHRASE-START) are
performed. Thecorrection part checks and corrects pause
errors as they occur in the editing phrase (pauses, in-
terjections, word breaks), word repairs, and phrase re-
pairs which might occur within sentences. Modules ex-
ist for hesitation detection (INTERJECTION, PAUSE), for
the detection of lexical, syntactic, and semantic equality
of two subsequent words (LEX-WORD-EQ, LEX-START-
EQ, BAS-SYN-EQ, ABS-SYN-EQ, BAS-SEM-EQ, ABS-
SEM-EQ, see network in figure 5), and for the detection of
word or phrase repairs due to structural similarities of two
subsequent words or phrases (WORD-ERROR, PHRASE-
ERROR; see network in figure 6). Thesubclause part con-
tains triggers for identifying individual subclauses within
sentences and causes the system to generate new frames
for subclauses (GEN-FRAME). Finally, thecase frame
part provides syntactic and semantic hypotheses about the
parts of the sentence hypothesis by filling slots with words
(SLOT-FINDING) and checking for constraints attached to
the slots.

Some Modules The modules of the categorization part
and of the correction part are most important for repair re-
covery. We will describe some of these modules in this
paragraph in more detail. For the modules BAS-SYN-DIS
(BAS-SEM-DIS), input is a sequence of words and output is
a sequence of disambiguated basic syntactic (semantic) cat-
egories. For the module ABS-SYN-CAT (ABS-SEM-CAT)
a sequence of words with their disambiguated basic syn-
tactic (semantic) categories is mapped to a sequence of ab-
stract syntactic (semantic) categories. Since both tasks are
sequential learning tasks simple recurrent networks [3] have
been used for training and generalization. For each training
item the number of input and output units depends on the
respective word representation. There are 13 (17) input and
output units for BAS-SYN-DIS (BAS-SEM-DIS) for the 13
(17) basic syntactic (semantic) categories. The network in
figure 3 shows the 13 input and output units labeled with
their basic syntactic representation. The activation values
in the input layer of this figure represent the syntactic entry
of our lexicon for the word `best'. `Best' could be a noun,

V CAJ

Hidden

J V A R C U D M I P O /

Context

R

N

/OPIMDUN

Output

Input

Ambiguous representation of "best" in BAS-SYN-DIS

Figure 3: BAS-SYN-DIS: Recurrent network for basic syntactic
analysis

adjective, or adverb. In the context of the example sen-
tence, `adjective' has been chosen and therefore the output
layer represents the disambiguated syntaxJ for the word
`best'. For the module ABS-SYN-CAT there are 13 input
units (which is the output of the disambiguation of BAS-
SYN-DIS) for the basic syntactic categories, and 8 output
units for the abstract syntactic categories. The network in
figure 4 shows the units of the input and output layers la-

V C /A

CG

O

VG SG IGPG MGAG

R UJ PIMDN

NG

Input

Hidden

Output

Context

Disambiguated representation of "best" in ABS-SYN-CAT

Figure 4: ABS-SYN-CAT: Recurrent network for abstract syn-
tactic analysis

beled with the corresponding interpretations. The modules
BAS-SEM-DIS and ABS-SEM-CAT are trained and used
in the same way with their corresponding labels and sizes.
Since context plays an important role for BAS-SYN-DIS,
BAS-SEM-DIS, ABS-SYN-CAT and ABS-SEM-CAT we
have used recurrent networks.

BAS-SYN-EQ (ABS-SYN-EQ, BAS-SEM-EQ, ABS-
SEM-EQ) tests whether the basic syntactic (abstract syn-
tactic, basic semantic, abstract semantic) categories of two
subsequent words are equal. For BAS-SYN-EQ, BAS-
SEM-EQ, ABS-SYN-EQ and ABS-SEM-EQ we use feed-
forward networks (figure 5), since their input (the output
of BAS-SYN-DIS, BAS-SEM-DIS, ABS-SYN-CAT and
ABS-SEM-CAT) is a collection of analog values. The input
to BAS-SYN-EQ (BAS-SEM-EQ) is the disambiguation re-
sult of BAS-SYN-DIS (BAS-SEM-DIS) for a word and its
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Input

Output for Word t-1 of Output for Word t of

ABS-SEM-CAT resp. BAS-SEM-DIS (for semantic)
ABS-SYN-CAT resp. BAS-SYN-DIS (for syntax)

Hidden

Figure 5: EQ-nets: Feedforward networks for testing equality

predecessor. For ABS-SYN-EQ (ABS-SEM-EQ) the input
is the categorization result of ABS-SYN-CAT (ABS-SEM-
CAT) for a word and the final categorization result for the
previous phrase. Therefore we use 13 basic syntactic (17
basic semantic, 8 abstract syntactic, 15 abstract semantic)
categories, that is 26 (34, 16, 30) input units for two words.
The output consists of two units: equality and its negation
(non-equality) to provide the possibility for faster training.
A single output is computed from these two activations by
(unit0 * (unit1 - 1.0)).

Output

Output for Word t of

Input

LEX-WORD-EQ, BAS-SYN-EQ, BAS-SEM-EQ (for words)
LEX-PHRASE-EQ, ABS-SYN-EQ, ABS-SEM-EQ (for phrases)

ContextHidden
repair no repair

Figure 6: WORD-/PHRASE-ERROR: Recurrent networks for
repairs

WORD-ERROR (PHRASE-ERROR) detects repairs for
words (phrases). These modules are simple recurrent net-
works (figure 6) with three inputs corresponding to the out-
puts of the EQ-modules, hidden units and the output with
the two units for repair and no repair. If the networks detect
a repair the corresponding alteration replaces the reparan-
dum.

5 An Example

The sentence mentioned in section 2 is shown in figure 7
with a number of snapshots of the running system. This
sentence has an ill-formed syntax and contains some un-
grammatical phenomena like pauses, a word break and a

repair. Each word possesses five labels with a Hinton-
diagram for the activation values. TheCONFidence is inten-
tionally left blank because it is only needed for interaction
with the speech recognizer and speech sequence construc-
tion and evaluation parts. The upper two labels are for syn-
tactic analysis, the lower ones for semantic analysis. In both
cases, the basic decision is made, before the abstract deci-
sion. The long rectangle marks a phrase start if it is filled.
In SCREEN parsing is incremental and parallel. So syntax,
semantics and repair recovery modules work at the same
time but on different words since some of them depend on
others. Therefore the last word is always depicted without
any label and its predecessor has only the basic labels.

In figure 7 `I' is disambiguated to be a pronoun and an
animate. It starts a new phrase which is supposed to be a
noun phrase and an agent. At first, there is also a basic
categorization for the broken word `nee[d]' and a pause is
just passed to the system. In the next step the broken word
and pause have been deleted by the PAUSE-ERROR mod-
ule. The second `I' has entered the system and is labeled
in the same way as the first. The word `need' is just cat-
egorized as verb and need event. The equal structure of
the two words and phrases `I' causes all equality modules
to assign them as equal. As a result, the WORD-ERROR
detects the repair and the altering `I' replaces the reparan-
dum `I'. Incrementally more words are passed to the system
and categorized in their particular context. Some additional
pauses are detected and deleted. Finally we reach the end
of the utterance and the repaired sentence found is: “I need
the best connection from Etterzhausen to Hindelang on Sat-
urday”. We interpret the final abstract syntactic category
at the start of a phrase (found to be effective in [19]) and
the final abstract semantic category at the end of a phrase
(found to be effective in [17]). So `on Saturday' is assigned
to be a prepositional phrase and a time and not a location as
supposed for `on'.

6 Results

In this section we illustrate the overall performance of
repair-recovery using connectionist modules. The overall
performance for training and test sets is illustrated in ta-
ble 3. The results for the modules are based on a set of 172
utterances with 3154 patterns. We used about 1/3 for train-
ing and 2/3 for test. A training or test pattern is assigned
to be correct if the output unit with the maximal activa-
tion is equal to the desired category. For the EQ-modules
and repair-modules the output is counted as correct if its
output is above 0.5 and is desired to show equality respec-
tively repair and vice versa. The results for categorization
are only given for completeness and because they build the
basis for the EQ- and repair modules. The EQ-networks
show a very high performance (100% for syntax on train-
ing and close to 100% in all other cases). The results for
repair-networks (WORD-ERROR and PHRASE-ERROR)



Figure 7: Four system snapshots of the category part. The abbreviations of the categories are explained in table 1 and 2.

are also above 94% in all cases. The small number of errors
which have been made in these cases rely on incomplete
reduction of an editing phrase and some errors have been
made on category-identity driven repairs.

7 Discussion and Conclusion

We have described a new approach for fault-tolerant analy-
sis of spontaneous utterances using a flat syntactic and se-
mantic interpretation as well as several artificial neural net-
works. The networks as well as the whole architecture are
designed for incremental and massively parallel processing.
We chose artificial neural networks because of their inher-
ent fault tolerance and their ability of learning. Our screen-
ing approach is able to detect structural references between
parts of utterances which are used for repair recovery and
correction.

Module No. of units correct assignments
I H O train test

BAS-SYN-DIS 13 14 13 99% 93%
BAS-SYN-EQ 26 5 2 100% 98%
ABS-SYN-CAT 13 14 8 91% 85%
ABS-SYN-EQ 16 4 2 100% 99%
BAS-SEM-DIS 17 14 17 96% 84%
BAS-SEM-EQ 34 8 2 99% 98%
ABS-SEM-CAT 17 14 15 81% 77%
ABS-SEM-EQ 30 7 2 98% 95%
PHRASE-START 13 7 1 93% 89%
WORD-ERROR 3 4 2 95% 94%
PHRASE-ERROR 3 1 2 99% 98%

Table 3: Training and generalization performance

Artificial neural networks have been applied to the anal-
ysis of well-formed texts [10, 14], monitoring of speech-



production [1, 9, 12], and speech-based analysis [6]. How-
ever, these approaches often lack the ability to analyzereal-
world utterances either from speech or transcriptions. Since
traditional connectionist models often rely on artificial cor-
pora [10], repair and monitoring approaches are used for
cognitively plausible modeling of speech production. In
the context of the speech translation system JANUS [15]
the connectionist parser PARSEC [6] is designed for fault-
tolerant analysis but does not make use of a specialized
correction part for dealing with often appearing ill-formed
structures like repairs. We used the fault-tolerance of the flat
connectionist analysis and showed that this analysis could
be used for a discovery and correction of ill-formed struc-
tures like repairs. We claim that artificial neural networks
are able to cope with ill-formed spontaneous language in a
robust fault-tolerant manner even under conditions of real-
world input.
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